
Asking ‘Who am I?’, ‘Who are we?’

Using poetry can provide a non-threatening starting point for encouraging self-reflection. It can be a 
safe way for children to think about and share the influences that have shaped their identities. It also 
continues the process of connecting as children find unexpected similarities and differences between 
themselves and others in the group.

Consider writing and sharing a poem about yourself before asking children to write their own pieces. 
Because some children may include very personal information, some may be hesitant to read their poems, 
even in small groups. If children are uncomfortable sharing, do not push them to do so.

After writing, ask what, if any, connections children made with each other through the poems. What were 
some commonalities across poems? Did any surprise you? What did you learn about other people in your 
class and in the other class?

‘I Am, I Wonder’ Poem
Our ‘I am, I wonder’ poem structure was inspired by ‘Where I’m from’ by George Ella Lyon. 

I am  (Two special characteristics of you)
I wonder (something you are curious about)
I hear  (an imaginary or actual sound)
I see  (an imaginary or actual sight)
I want  (a desire)
I am	 	 (the	first	line	of	the	poem	is	repeated)
I pretend (something you could actually pretend to do)
I feel  (a feeling about the imaginary)
I touch  (an imaginary touch)
I worry (something that could really bother you)
I cry  (something that makes you sad)
I am 	 (the	first	line	of	the	poem	is	repeated)
I understand (something you know is true)
I say  (something you believe in)
I dream (something you could dream about)
I try  (something you could make an effort to do)
I hope  (something you hope for)
I am	 	 (the	first	line	of	the	poem	repeated)
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Example pupil outcome
I am a Muslim girl who loves my family
I wonder if I will ever go back to Pakistan again
I feel a big wave coming
I smell my mother’s perfume
I can hear people shouting from around the world
I am a Muslim girl who loves my family

I pretend to be a pirate with my brothers
I feel good to know that I am going back to Pakistan
It touches my heart when people are nice when I am sad
I worry about my parents evening
It makes me happy when people respect me
I am a Muslim girl who loves my family

I know for sure I will be able to write neat again
I always say “yes” when I hear that we are doing something fun
I dream of being a teacher teaching maths
I try to make my handwriting better
I am a Muslim girl who loves my family

I Am Mark Beaumont
This	is	taken	from	the	‘Orange	advert’.	This	works	well	as	a	structure	for	children	to	reflect	on	who	has	
contributed to their identity as an individual. 

I am Mark Beaumont
I am my mother Una
And my sisters Heather and Hannah.
I am my grandfather, who gave me a heavy bike on Christmas.
And the neighbour who took the stabilisers off.
I am my friend Bobby, who helped me through my training.
And the school kids from Dundee, who raised money for my trip.
I am the woman who knocked me off my bike in Louisiana
And	her	son	who	fixed	it.
I am the people of the Nalabar, who gave me water when I needed it most.
I am Mark Beaumont, And this year I broke the round the world cycling record
I am who I am because of everyone.

Example Pupil Outcome
George
I am my mum’s smile
I am my cousin who gave me the idea of rollerblading
I	am	all	my	friends	who	push	me	the	extra	mile
I am the last words my grandma said
I am the break dancer that performs on the street
I am the tennis ball and racket used by Nadal
I am who I am because of everyone
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